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Abstract

The arrival of COVID-19 modified the way we live, care, teach, and self-care tremendously. Indeed, our personal and professional lives were much affected, and despite the fact that Canadian healthcare workers (HCW) and systems had some time to prepare in comparison to other countries, we faced a scenario that resembled no other. Adding the negative effects of a never-before-seen pandemic to the already well-known risk of burnout among HCW could surely increase the likelihood of colleagues, as well as ourselves, being affected. We hereby reviewed the numerous factors that could increase the risk of burnout amid this ongoing pandemic.

The rise of COVID-19 or how our lives have changed

The last months have been far from traditional and filled with several challenges. The rise of the COVID-19 epidemic, soon to become a pandemic, gave rise to a new, never-seen battlefield, with battle buddies at risk of getting sick or, even worse, dying. Indeed, some did.

Despite uncertain times, spirits were initially lifted by a massive tsunami of rainbows drawn or painted here and there, while people from the food industry made sure to keep the health workers’ stomachs filled. Little did we know that some restaurants would later have to close, as many owners struggled to survive the significant financial crisis that came with these unprecedented times. Many others from various industries have suffered the same outcome. As people working in the medical field, we did not fear losing our jobs as much, but we certainly witnessed others who did, whether it be our spouses, family members, friends, neighbours, or patients.

Although we initially thought that the COVID-19 pandemic could compare to the 2009 influenza A H1N1 pandemic or to the first pandemic threat of a deadly coronavirus that emerged in late 2002 and caused an outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), it certainly turned out to be much worse.

COVID-19 has had a tremendous impact on everyone, including healthcare workers (HCW), and although physicians are not often perceived as vulnerable individuals, the arrival of this pandemic posed unique challenges even to the most experienced carers.

COVID-19 and concerns for an increased risk of burnout

B-U-R-N-O-U-T within the medical world has been a trendy subject addressed, discussed, and written about more than ever in the past few years. Adding the negative effects of a never-before-seen pandemic to the already well-known risk of burnout among HCW could increase the likelihood of colleagues, as well as ourselves, being affected. Even though we have yet to objectively register the long-term effects of the current crisis, we are already very much aware of the deleterious consequences on the medical workers and the healthcare system.

Significant stressors brought on by the pandemic posed many new challenges to HCWs on both professional and personal levels. Beyond the risk of infection, social isolation, and economic concerns that affected society at large, HCWs had to face new demands at work that often extended beyond the traditional responsibilities — caring for patients virtually, which many of us did, and navigating the frontlines caring for COVID-19-positive patients. Fortunately, groups of people already aware of the risks of burnout among healthcare professionals were quick to alert those who wanted to listen that along with the COVID-19 pandemic came an increased risk of exhaustion. Influencers sought to increase resilience and limit burnout, as well as post-traumatic stress disorder. Despite massive intuitive social awareness that the pandemic would put a strain on the healthcare systems and workers, it became obvious that we as physicians needed to take matters into our own hands early on, in most instances due to a lack of existing support. Fortunately, assistance eventually became available in most settings if it was wanted/needed.

The short-term effects the pandemic has had on the physicians and other HCWs are currently being evaluated. Results obtained from preliminary studies generally showed that the introduction of COVID-19 has increased prevailing challen-
ges that physicians face, such as increasing workload, which is directly correlated with increased burnout. However, exposure to COVID-19 does not unavoidably translate into increased burnout, still, concerns remain regarding the long-term effects of COVID-19 on medical workers.

It is clear the pandemic brought significant physical and emotional burden to HCWs who had to work in the worse settings, as observed in the countries affected most by the initial wave, such as Italy and Spain. Underprepared healthcare systems faced countless challenges, an event comparable to what happens when a natural disaster occurs. A thorough assessment of the literature looking at wellness revealed consistent reports of stress, disturbed sleep, and depressive symptoms among medical staff because of COVID-19. The review also identified significant anxiety regarding patient care, in addition to the possibility of staffs infecting their families. Indeed, the risk of being exposed to COVID-19 at work translated in major impacts on physicians’ home lives.

Another important review highlighted the need for appropriate personal protective equipment, which remains of utmost importance to help physicians feel physically safe. These findings were echoed by many other publications, which also proposed appropriate psychological measures to help build resilience and offer preventative measures to limit the impact on the mental health of healthcare professionals. Interestingly, in some instances, being sidelined increased the risk of burnout because HCWs felt helpless.

Frontline workers were also found to have a stronger feeling of personal accomplishment as they confronted the current outcomes of their care for individuals infected by COVID-19. Although some professionals may have found ways to emotionally survive amid the pandemic, others are struggling. Risk of burnout, depression, substance abuse, and suicide among some HCWs appear heightened on a short- and on a long-term basis. Moreover, the effects of massive exposure to death, along with events that disturb personal principles and add moral injuries should not be undervalued, as the potential for depression and post-traumatic stress disorder is real, especially for those who saw the worst of the pandemic.

**COVID-19 pandemic in Canada**

Despite data outlining diminished physicians’ well-being due to the pandemic, most local reports have been somewhat reassuring. This could be explained by the fact that Canada had some time to prepare and that the initial Canadian wave was not as significant as in other countries. An interesting Canadian study describe the psychological effects of working as a Canadian emergency physician during the first weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic. Emergency physicians (n=468 working in 143 Canadian hospitals) completed a weekly survey. The primary outcome was physician burnout as measured by the emotional exhaustion and depersonalization items from the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI). Information regarding work patterns, aerosolizing procedures, testing, and diagnosis of COVID-19 were gathered. Burnout levels did not significantly change over time (emotional exhaustion p=0.632, depersonalization p=0.155). Three of 468 respondents were diagnosed with COVID-19. Being tested for COVID-19 and the number of shifts worked were linked to increased emotional exhaustion. Having been tested for COVID-19 was also associated with increased depersonalization. Personal safety, academic and educational work, personal protective equipment, the workforce, patient volumes, work patterns, and work environment had an impact on physician well-being. A new fiscal reality and distinct negative and positive experiences affected participants’ psychological health. So, even though burnout levels remained stable, COVID-19 did impact the work environment and personal perceptions and fears, hence affecting physicians’ well-being.

Although Canada fared well compared to other countries, no one can take away the fact that the first wave was particularly difficult in some provinces; for areas less affected, awaiting the arrival of “their” first wave was not necessarily any easier. Stress, anxiety, difficult settings, and increased workload have been part of our new professional life for over a year now, and although the number of infections with COVID-19 have been relatively low in Canada, too many have died and many of us know someone who did.

Beyond our fears and losses, we had to continue to do what we know best: care, give back, teach.

**Surgeons’ lives during the COVID-19 pandemic**

As surgeons, even if we were not initially expected to care for COVID-19 patients in dedicated units, we at least had to care for those who presented with a surgical pathology, which in some cases, meant that we had to operate looking like astronauts! Some surgeons also got redeployed and assumed new roles to address increased workload and cover for lack of available personnel. This certainly meant that new leadership skills had to be exploited. Not working directly on the frontlines did not translate into being spared. Indeed, all practices had to change.

Surgeons saw challenges such as slowdown and shutdown of non-urgent surgical procedures and rapidly recognized the uncertainties linked to performing elective surgical procedures beyond the first wave of the pandemic.
For some, the initial decreased workload forced upon them allowed for introspective opportunities and a chance to revise priorities. Hence, some surgeons may have identified facets of their professional life they wished to change.\(^{16}\)

### Virtual ways to care, teach, perform administrative tasks, and assist each other

Sustaining primary care during the pandemic has certainly been a challenge for all, Canadian urologists included. Virtual care has become an alternative to the traditional ways of caring for our patients, but staying in touch with them has not necessarily been easy. Early in the process, a European study revealed that many urological patients had risk factors for a poor outcome from COVID-19 and most preferred telemedicine encounters at that time.\(^{17}\) However, we have yet to evaluate the results for continued care maintained at a distance. A French study published early on, outlined that the current situation is leading to major disturbances in patient care in many fields of urology.\(^{18}\)

However, an Italian article published afterwards painted a more positive picture of the virtual care given to patients presenting with a wide range of urological issues.\(^{19}\)

There have also been concerns regarding additional risks of clinician burnout due to screen fatigue, possible loss of crucial information, and the struggle to develop relationships, especially if sensitive discussions need to occur.\(^{20,21}\) Despite likely pitfalls linked to virtual care, new ways to ensure remote healthcare could remain an option in the future and should be explored further.\(^{22}\)

Another challenge has been to maintain support to the trainees. Quarantines, reassignments, and suspension of regularly scheduled meetings meant we had to adjust rapidly. Hence, urologists used web-based platforms to teach virtually, which at times, may have been stressful. And though the long-term impact of the pandemic on urology training is undetermined, some good may come of it.\(^{23,24}\)

Despite required adjustments, it appears that virtual platforms initially used to care, teach, and even perform administrative tasks\(^{25}\) have at least reduced the helplessness experienced by physicians during these extraordinary circumstances.\(^{26}\)

With time, various Canadian organizations and others worldwide managed to offer support to HCWs in various aspects of their life. In fact, there is now a variety of available assistance that includes technical, as well as emotional support.

### Moving forward

Surely, wellness and self-care must be considered important factors for HCWs themselves, as well as for the future of all healthcare delivery systems. In fact, the COVID-19 pandemic unquestionably reiterated the need to increase resilience and decrease mental illnesses for those working in the medical field.\(^{27}\) More recently, authors using a validated COVID-19 burnout scale\(^{28}\) showed that feeling well-protected, rested, and hopeful could limit the risk of burnout specifically associated with COVID-19.

For the time being, we must remember that we are simply human because navigating urology’s new normal simply is not.\(^{29}\)
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